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When VS Code sends out an event for an
extension to activate or deactivate, the extension
can use the activation event listener to know
when that event happens. When VS Code sends
out an activation event for an extension, the
listener function for that extension will be called
with a message containing two string values:
eventName and eventValue. When VS Code sends
out a deactivation event for an extension, the
listener function for that extension will be called
with a message containing the same two string
values. The activation settings are hidden under
the Settings toolbar. Select the Actions button,
select Customize: from the Actions list, select
Activation Settings , and then follow the
instructions. A list of available extensions will
appear. Select a setting and double click the
setting. The settings screen will open. Activation
Reminder: Once you activate your product, the
product will NOT be protected when the original
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activation code is lost, misplaced, or used by
someone else. Activating your product on
multiple computers without a product key is
illegal and can result in the disabling or removal
of product features. For more information about
activating VS Code, visit
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2079222 .
Microsoft is not able to provide extended
technical support if you have activated your
product on multiple computers without a product
key. Note: An extension must export an activate()
function from its main module and it will be
invoked only once by VS Code when any of the
specified activation events is emitted. Also, an
extension should export a deactivate() function
from its main module to perform cleanup tasks on
VS Code shutdown. Extension must return a
Promise from deactivate() if the cleanup process
is asynchronous. An extension may return
undefined from deactivate() if the cleanup runs
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synchronously.
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once the setup screens are completed and
windows has completed installing, go toactivation
settings: select the start button, and then select
settings > update & security > activation . then

select go to the store to purchase a digital license
to activate windows. this guide lays out specific
strategies, handy models, and innovative best

practices to demonstrate how people can
successfully activate a range of places to advance

creativity, community, and culture. individuals
and groups who are considering activation

projects can find a set of tools that walk them
through the spatial and cultural considerations of

public space and help them to navigate the
requisite regulatory processes. activation

lockhelps you keep your device secure, even if it's
in the wrong hands, and can improve your
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chances of recovering it. even if you erase your
device remotely, activation lock can continue to

deter anyone from reactivating your device
without your permission. all you need to do is

keep find myturned on, and remember your apple
id and password. for a new activation, open
account.microsoft.com and sign in to your

microsoft account. then, select settings > security
> account activation > account activation

instructions. follow the instructions to activate
your windows. you can use the activation

troubleshooter to reactivate windows 10. to
activate the troubleshooter, open

account.microsoft.com and sign in to your
microsoft account. then, select settings > security
> account activation > activation troubleshooter.

follow the instructions. 5ec8ef588b
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